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ABSTRACT
Technical relationships between six productive factors for ten agricultural
production regions in the continental United States are examined. The applied
methodology provides a departure from conventional production methodologies
contained in the literature by allowing aggregate technical relationships to be
endogenized within the economic system.
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ENDOGENOUS REGIONAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGIES

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent contributions to production economics which focus on specifying
models that capture information about the underlying structure of technology
have

garnished considerable exposure in

the literature.

Dual and

primal

specifications of production systems, such as those by McKay et al. (1983), Just
et al. (1983), and Livernois and Ryan (1989) are the most common.

Perhaps the

two most striking methodological departures from conventional primal and dual
modeling constructs have been the application of non parametric analysis and the
development of frontier technology models. While the foundation of nonparametric
production analysis was developed nearly 20 years ago by Hanoch and Rothschild
(1972) and Afriat (1972), work in the early 1980s by Diewert and Parkan (1983)
and Varian (1984) induced a resurgence of interest and a number of empirical
applications.

Nonparametric methodologies

have

provided insight into

the

consistency of observed data vectors with conventional maintained hypotheses
invoked in classical

empirical analysis.

While this information has great utility

in developing models of technology, its usefulness is restricted by the limited
inferencing mechanism available for investigating the significance of departures
from maintained hypotheses (Varian, 1985).
Frontier technology models, on the other hand, claim an origin in Farrell's
(1957)

work

and

inefficiencies.
models

do

are

designed

to assess

technical,

aliocative,

and

scale

In contrast to nonparametric methods, some frontier technology

provide

formal

inferencing

mechanisms

to

investigate

apparent

production inefficiencies, e.g., Meeusen and van den Broeck (1977) and Kumbhakar
(1988).

However, while the frontier approach to model development has great
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utility in investigating micro-level data, its interpretation in an aggregate model
may beg the question of technical inefficiency.

For aggregate models in which

microproduction processes are aggregated across segmented intraregional market
structures, it is conceivable that behavior which appears to be inefficient may
actually be associated with market dependent,

systematic movement of the

aggregate unit isoquant over some range of the technology map.
to

isolate

perturbations

microproduction

in

processes

market
and

structure

techniques.

We are unable

from

endogenous

This

fact

choice

necessitates

of
the

development of a model which provides the flexibility to adapt to aggregate
technologies and yet provides information on the nature of technical choice under
both systematic and stochastic variation in the frontier.
A survey of recent contributions to the production literature exposes
several methodologies for modeling systematic and stochastic aggregate production
coefficients.

Narasimham et. ale (1988) employs a stochastic-coefficient Cobb-

Douglas form to estimate productivity changes for several
sectors for the period 1955 to 1982.

u.s.

manufacturing

While the Narasimham model provides an

implementable technique for addressing the issue of stochastic variation in the
aggregate

technology,

it

does

not

provide

an

explicit

endogenizing technical change within the economic system.

methodology

for

Mundlak (1988) has

presented a theoretical framework for price-dependent aggregate technical choice
from available microproduction processes.
all

(1990)

have

provided a

methodology

Basmann et ale (1987) and Fawson et
to empirically

implement

a

model

consistent with the Mundlak framework which allows for endogenization of
technical change within the economic system.

Characterization of an empirical

model which accommodates the potential systematic influence of changing economic
variables on warpings in the aggregate production technology and stochastic
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parameterization of the aggregate production map is intuitively appealing.

Both

the Basmann and Fawson papers utilize a generalized Fechner-Thurstone (GFT)
functional form in which parametric specification of the aggregate production
technology permits aggregate technical change to arise as a

result of (a)

stochastic variation of the aggregate production technology map, (b) alterations
of

the

microproduction

functions,

and/or

(c)

choice

among

available

microproduction techniques.
The objective of this study is to examine aggregate technical relationships
among factors of production when technology is endogenized within the economic
system for each of ten multistate farm production regions comprising the
contiguous 48 states of the United States.

The GFT production system will be

employed to examine annual time series data for the period 1950-1982.
the econometric model are contained in Fawson et ale

(1990).

Details of
We briefly

summarize essential characteristics of the modeling framework in the following
section to maintain completeness for this presentation.
application are reported in Section 3.
2.

Results of the empirical

Conclusions are contained in Section 4.

THE ECONOMETRIC MODEL

The theoretical framework for modeling each aggregate production system
is based on the optimal solutions to budget constrained optimization of an
aggregate GFT production function.

The GFT modeling system was first applied

to production data by Basmann et a1. (1987) to estimate elasticities of marginal
rates of substitution among factors in U.S. manufacturing.
been employed by Fawson

et al.

(1990) to

estimate technical bias in

Northeastern U. S. agricultural production region.
function is specified by

It has subsequently
the

The aggregate GFT production
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(1 )

F(X;8)

= a n.x.
1 1

8 i (y)

where the n-tuple vector 8 of positive-valued functions, 8 i (y) i

= 1, ... ,

n, is the

parameter vector of F(X;Q).
As in conventional economic modeling, elements of the argument vector X
are under the producer's control whereas elements of the parameter vector 8(y)
are not.

The components of yare referred to as technology changers.

are classified as:

These

(a) technology changers that are systematic and observable,

and (b) technology changers that are stochastic and nonobservable.
It is perhaps important at this juncture to remind the reader that the
system being modeled is an aggregate system.

As such,

the stochastic element

of the parameter vector does not take on the conventional role as presented in
the firm-level stochastic production literature.
expectations
technologies.

on

stochastic

However,

elements

within

Individual producers may form
the

realm of

their

individual

without additional information on the nature of those

expectations it would be presumptuous for the economic modeler to impose ad hoc
expectational restrictions on the

aggregate model.

In

other words,

the

aggregate system does not have a 'life-of-its-own' to form expectations on the
stochastic parameter of the GFT form.
nature of expectation formation,

Without additional information on the

explicit modeling of firm level expectational

formation in an aggregate model serves only to limit the generality of the model
by imposing 'preferential fiction' on how to treat the stochastic parameter.

The

suggested approach does not rule out the possibility that individual producers
form expectations about the technology they face.

However,

it is possible that

there would be no gain in the descriptive power of the aggregate model by
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This remains an

explicit inclusion of such expectational formation schemas.
empirical question.

Two functional form classes of the GFT production function in which each

9 i (y) is specified as a product of a systematic function and a stochastic element
are estimated in this paper: the constant elasticity of marginal rate of technical
substitution

form

(GFT-CEMRTS),

substitution form (GFT-CRES).

and

the

constant

ratio

of

elasticity

of

There are several considerations for choosing

these two forms for our empirical application.

First,

they provide a framework

for modeling two classes of general demand systems, one in which the elasticities
of marginal rates of substitution among factors are constant,

and the other in

which the ratios of elasticities of substitution are constant.

Second,

the

generality property of these two classes allow for rationalization of several
classical

functional

representations

which

have

observationally

equivalent

functional forms within the GFT-CEMRTS and GFT-CRES classes (see Fawson et.
ale (1990».

Third,

each functional form facilitates construction of primal cost-

share weighted summary measures of aggregate Hicksian bias.

And lastly,

neither class of functional forms imposes restrictions on comparative statics at
a point;

each is a locally flexible representation of the aggregate production

function in the technology changer variables.

Because no likelihood support was

found by Fawson et ale (1990) for alternative restricted functional forms nested
within each of these classes, only the results of these two general classes will
be examined in this paper.

GFT-CEMRTS Form
Following the approach of Fawson et ale (1990),

the GFT-CEMRTS form

specifies that the 9( y) parameters of (1) are characterized as follows:
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(2)

8 *i (C,P,Z )

(3)

9 1.

The

vector

u

w·

n

10

= 'Ji C

= 9 1*.e ui ,

i

characterizes

a

w·
njPj w IJ·· -q
TT
lq
Zq

i,j

= 1, ... ,n;

q

= 1, ... ,m,

= 1, ••• ,n,
vector

of

stochastic

technology

changers.

Systematic technology changer variables are specified by the vector P which
characterizes factor prices specified in the budget constraint,

C which denotes

the observed expenditure on factors in a specified production period,

and the

vector Z which characterizes systematic technology changers that are
parameters
information,

of

the

expenditure

weather variables,

constraint
time,

and

GFT-CEMRTS

model

include

demographic

and other exogenous variables.

Taking logarithms of the ratio of 8 i to
equations for the

may

not

E\

when the

yields the n-1 estimation
first-order conditions

are

satisfied:

k
= In(f3·/f3
k ) + w·10 In(C)
1

(4)

i
+ 1:.w
..In(p.)
+ 1:qw·k1 qIn(z q ) + E1"k
J 1J
J
i

= 1,••• ,n,

i

~

k,

where Si is expenditure on input i,

k
Wiq

= w iq

k
- Wkq' and Ei = ui - uk·

GFT-CRES Form

The 8(y) parameters of (1) for the GFT-CRES form are characterized as
follows:

(5)

8 *i (C,P,Z)

(6)

8·1

* ui
= 8·e
1

In equilibrium (5) reduces to:
(7)

i,j

.

= 1,••• ,n;

q

= 1, ... ,m,
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where, Xj

= X;(C,

= 1,... ,n,

P, Z), j

demand functions.

Since

8;

are the unknown Hicksian constrained input

is functionally dependent only on (C, P, Z) when the

first-order conditions are satisfied and since x; is homogeneous of degree zero
in C and P (within an observation period), taking logarithms of the ratio of 8~
to

E\

yields the n-1 estimation equations for the GFT-CRES model:

(8)

In(Si/Sk)

= In(l3 i/f3 k)

+

Lj bLln(x j )

+ Lqb~qln(Zq) +
i

3.

et '

= 1,•.• ,n,

i#k,

EMPIRICAL APPLICATION

The data used in this analysis were constructed by Fawson and Gottret
(1988) and represent a comprehensive divisia index characterization of both
prices and quantities of production aggregates for each of ten USDA specified
farm production regions from 1950 to 1982.
presented in the appendix.
1.

A brief discussion of the data is

The regions and their corresponding states are:

Northeast--Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire,
Island,

New Jersey,

New York,

Pennsylvania,

Vermont.

2.

Lake States--Michigan,

3.

Corn Belt States--Illinois,

Indiana,

4.

Northern Plains--Kansas,

Nebraska,

5.

Appalachia States--Kentucky,

Minnesota,

Wisconsin.
Iowa,

Missouri,

North Dakota,

North Carolina,

Ohio.
South Dakota.

Tennessee,

West Virginia.
6.

Rhode

Southeast--Alabama,

Florida,

Georgia,

South Carolina.

Virginia,
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7.

Delta States--Arkansas,

8.

Southern Plains--Oklahoma,

9.

Mountain States--Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New
Mexico,

10.

Utah,

Louisiana,

Mississippi.

Texas.

Wyoming.

Pacific States--California,

Oregon,

Washington.

Variables include prices (P) and quantities (X) of six variable factors:
hired labor, machinery, energy, fertilizer and pesticides (chemicals), marketing
and processing services for feed, seed, and livestock (FSL), and other materials.
They also include total expenditure on these variable factors (C) and seven
additional systematic technology changers (Z):

year, real estate quantity, family

labor quantity, sample standard deviation of monthly average temperatures over
the year, sample mean of monthly average temperatures for the year, sample
standard deviation of monthly precipitation over the year, and sample mean of
monthly precipitation for the year.

Using these data, a five-equation system, (4)

or (8), is estimated for each GFT-class model with materials designated as the
numeraire factor.l
Each five-equation system specified for the two functional classes (4) and
(8)

is

estimated

using

autoregressive models.

the

general

linear

model approach

to

estimating

Likelihood ratio test procedures were used to assess

likelihood support for restricting the set of systematic technology changers
included in each model.

Finally,

Hicksian technical bias was investigated,

conditional on maintained AR(2) specifications which generated the
likelihood support,

highest

by computing primal cost-share-weighted summary measures

of the sensitivity of marginal rates of technical substitution to changes in the
technology changer variables.
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Specification of the Autoregressive Process
The random element E~ in each estimation equation s:-stem (4) and (8) is
assumed to follow a second-order autoregressive process:

E~1, t+2

(9)
where E[E t ]

= 0,

E[EtE s ]

-

4>1.
.. E~1, t+l + 4>.1, 2E~1. t =

=0

for t1s, and

E[E~]

E·1, t+2' Vi,k,

= o~.

Selection of an AR(2) schema

was chosen to facilitate heuristic choice of the autoregressive process underlying
the time series data and to examine likelihood support for the nested hypotheses
of zero [AR(O)] and first-order [AR(1)] autoregressive models.

The theoretical

foundation for selecting the general linear model methodology for estimating GFT
demand systems is outlined in Basmann (1985).

The technique employed involves

selecting a finite set of AR(2) hypotheses from within the stability domain of a
second-order autoregressive process. This set of AR(2) hypotheses serves as the
search set to evaluate which AR(2) hypothesis from within the set exhibits the
For the models in this paper we use

strongest likelihood support from the data.

a search set which consisted of 138 two-tuple sets of autocorrelation parameters
which were selected to give broad coverage of the stability triangle.

Each GFT

model is estimated for each AR(2) hypothesis contained within the search set by
transforming the dependent variable vector and the matrix of independent
variables for a specified maintained AR(2) hypothesis and applying the general
linear model approach.

The best models (in terms of the autoregressive fit) are

obtained by evaluating which AR(2) hypotheses revealed the highest likelihood
support among all AR(2) hypotheses chosen for the search.
designed to

select AR(2' hypotheses from

within the

A heuristic was

search vector

which

generated values for the likelihood function that were within 70 percent of the
maximum value of the likelihood function.
as maintained

These AR(2) specifications were used

hypotheses in subsequent tests on model specification.

The
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rationale for investigating subsequent tests at more than one point in the
stability grid was to investigate the sensitivity of model specification tests to
changes in the maintained AR(2) hypothesis.
Three-dimensional plots of relative likelihood support for AR(2) hypotheses
within the

search

set were generated

for each GFT

model class in

each

production region and are reported in Figure 1 for the GFT-CEMRTS class and
Figure 2 for the GFT-CRES class.

The plots present the ratio of likelihood

generated for each AR(2) hypothesis in the search set relative to the AR(2)
hypothesis which generated the maximum likelihood support,
on each plot takes a value of one).

(the highest point

A survey of the generated likelihood plots

reveal that several of the production regions do not exhibit singly peaked
likelihood grids.

Almost half of the production regions for each GFT class had

saddle points in the AR{I) plane.
regions

were

highly

skewed

In addition,
and

not

all

the plots for several production
in

the

same

direction.

autocorrelation specification that maximized the likelihood function for

The
each

regional GFT model specification and the range of autocorrelation parameters and
number of elements from the search vector that gave a likelihood function value
at least 70 percent as large as the maximum value are reported in Table 1.
the GFT-CEMRTS class,

For

this heuristic provided a range of six (Lake States) to

J

22 (Corn Belt) AR(2) hypotheses which would be used for subsequent hypothesis
tests within each respective region.

For the GFT-CRES model,

the number of

AR(2) hypotheses considered for further hypothesis tests ranged from five (Lake
States) to 25

(Southeast).

approaches the maximum,

The

more peaked the likelihood

grid is as it

the fewer the number of AR(2) hypotheses that were

used for su bseq uent model specification tests.
Although both the autocorrelation parameters with maximum likelihood
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support and the shape of the likelihood support surface varied greatly across
regions, examination of the three-dimensional plots

revealed little likelihood

support for the h y potheses of zero or first-order autocorrelation.

In fact, in no

region was the likelihood support for either hypothesis within 40 percent of the
maximum value of the likelihood function.

Model Specification Tests

Because of the very general nature of each functional form class modeled
here and the limited number of observations available,

several hypotheses were

tested to determine whether production could legitimately be modeled more
parsimoniously within either GFT class. A total of 17 hypotheses restricting the
set of systematic technology changers was tested in each region.

They included

the following alternatives:
GFT-CEMRTS Class Model Tests
Test #1

Time trend parameter equals zero.

Test #2

Total cost parameter equals zero.

Test #3

All price parameters equal zero.

Test #4

All temperature parameters equal zero.

Test #5

All precipitation parameters equal zero

Test #6

All mean weather parameters equal zero.

Test #7

All standard deviation weather parameters equal zero.

Test #8

All weather parameters equal zero.

Test #9

All non-budget constraint parameters equal zero.

)

GFT-CRES Class Model Tests
Test #1

Time trend parameter equals zero.
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Test #2

All equilibrium variable factor usage parameters equal zero.

Test #3

All temperature parameters equal zero.

Test #4

All precipitation parameters eq ual zero.

Test #5

All mean weather parameters equal zero.

Test #6

All standard deviation weather parameters equal zero.

Test #7

All weather parameters equal zero.

Test #8

All non-variable factor parameters equal zero.

Hypothesis

tests

between

restricted

conducted using a likelihood ratio test.

and

unrestricted

models

were

Test results are reported in Table 2 for

the GFT-CEMRTS class and in Table 3 for the GFT-CRES class.
The first hypothesis test for each class determines whether there is
support for deleting the time trend parameter from the vector of technology
shifter variables. Likelihood ratio test statistics indicated support for eliminating
the time trend from the GFT-CEMRTS class only in the Southern Plains region
(.01 level when maintaining the AR(2) hypothesis with maximum likelihood support)
and from the GFT-CRES class only in the Northern Plains region (.05 level).
Tests on other systematic technology changer hypotheses for the GFTCEMRTS class indicated support for elimination only of the temperature variables
in the Southern Plains region and of the total cost,

temperature,

deviation of weather variables in the Corn Belt region.
regions,

and standard

In eight of the ten

systematic technology tests indicated no support for eliminating single

elements or collections of elements from the vector of systematic technology
changers.
Additional likelihood ratio test statistics for GFT-CRES class hypotheses
demonstrated no support for further restricting the set of systematic technology
changers in any region.

In nine of ten regions,

systematic technology changer
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tests for the GFT-CRES class model indicated no likelihood support for any of the
hypothesized restrictions.

The single exception was the strong support for

elimination of the time trend parameter in the Northern Plains region.
Hypothesis tests which restrict the set of technology changers appear to
exhibit general consistency across model specification and production regions.
One interesting note is that the inclusion of weather variables appears to provide
more explanatory power in the GFT-CRES class than in the GFT-CEMRTS class.
This

may suggest that there

is some information on weather

expectations

incorporated into the economic variables which are explicitly included in the GFTCEMRTS class function.
To determine the sensitivity of the test conclusions to the maintained AR(2)
hypothesis,

the above tests were repeated for every AR(2) hypothesis which

satisfied the 70 percent heuristic rule. Except for weather variables (particularly
in the GFT-CRES class),

little sensitivity of test conclusions to the AR(2)

hypothesis was evident.

Calculation of Technical Bias
Primal cost-share-weighted summary measures of Hicksian bias for input
i with respect to technology changer h were computed at given input levels as:

(10)

B·11 h(X, Yh) = ~·S·
an(f.1 If.J)/01. nY h'
J J

where Si is the ith input's cost share, fi is
exogenous variable.

(11)

= 9 i,

and Yh is the hth

For the GFT-CEMRTS class,

B. h(X, Yh)
1,

.
k
= ~,S,w~h
= ~.S.(w·h
J J 1
J J 1

where k is the numeraire factor.

(12)

OlnF/Olnx i
k

- w ·h ),
J

For the GFT-CRES class,

k
k
B. h(X, Yh) = ~.S.(b·h - b· h )·
1,
J J 1
J

This method of estimating technical change is qualitatively identical to
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Antle's (1988) and Antle and Capalbo's (1988)
Hicksian bias.

primal summary measures of

For example, when technology changer

Yh is the trend variable,

technical change is Hicks neutral, using, or saving with respect to time as
B· h
1,

= 0,

B. h
1,

> 0, or B.1, h < 0, respectively.2 In general, the ith factor's relative

marginal product is on average directly
technology changer

Yh as Bi,h

(inversely) related to variation in

> 0 (B i h < 0).

Summary measures of bias were

computed at the data means for the GFT-CEMRTS and GFT-CRES model class and
each production region.
Con~idering

relative to time),

first the classical interpretation of technical change

(i.e.,

more than half of the summary measures of Hicksian bias

reported in Table 4 were significant at the .05 level.

Thirty-seven of the

significant parameters were positive and 30 were negative.

The empirical

evidence from each model implies that at least one input was significantly factor
using or saving in every region.

Thus,

there was no support from these

estimates for the hypothesis of Hicks-neutral technical change in U.S. agriculture
in any region.

This finding is consistent with previous test results of Capalbo

and D"enny (1986) for net U.S. agricultural outputs,
(1978) for U.S. agriculture,
agriculture,

Antle (1984) and Brown

Shumway and Alexander (1988) for regional U.S.

and Weaver (1977) for agriculture in North and South Dakota.

It

is not consistent with Chavas and Cox's (1988) nonparametric test results for U.S.
agriculture or Capalbo and Denny's (1986) finding for gross U.S. agricultural
outputs.
The bias estimates relative to time were significant in both models for 20
of the 60 regional input variables (i.e.,

the 6 inputs in each of 10 regions).

Of

the 20 pairs,

both models gave consistent signs for 15.

Across regions and

model classes,

the evidence on technical change relative to time suggests that
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the machinery and chemical inputs have been predominantly and significantly
factor using while the feed-seed-livestock marketing and processing services
input (FSL)

has

been factor

saving.

The

first two of

these last

three

generalizations are consistent with the findings of Antle (1984) and Binswanger
(1974) for post-World War II

u.s.

agriculture.

technology to be labor saving and land using.

Both of those studies also found
Our results across regions and

models were mixed for hired labor and we did not compute biases for real estate
(including land and service buildings) since it was not treated as a choice
variable. Neither Antle nor Binswanger specified a variable similar to FSL so we
have no basis for comparing our results on this input.
The preponderance of significant evidence relative to fixed factors and
weather variables as technology changer variables, which are common to both
models, suggest the following:
a.

Increases in the real estate factor have had a positive impact on the
relative marginal product of energy (i.e.,

energy is factor using

with respect to real estate) and a negative impact on the relative
marginal product of hired labor, chemicals, and FSL (i.e.,

each is

factor saving with respect to real estate).
b.

Increases in the family labor factor have had a positive impact on
the relative marginal product of hired labor and chemicals and a
negative impact on the relative marginal product of energy.

c.

Increases in the standard deviation of temperature have had a
positive impact on the relative marginal product of machinery and a
negative impact on the relative marginal product of energy and
chemicals.

d.

Increases in the mean temperature have had a negative impact on
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the relative marginal product of energy.
e.

Increases in the mean precipitation have had a negative impact on
the relative marginal product of energy and chemicals.

Overall, energy and chemicals appear to have been the most consistently affected
by changes in technology changer variables common to both models.
For factor price and total cost technology changer variables, which are
endemic only to the GFT-CEMRTS class model, technical change bias measures
suggest that the

following

variables exhibited

a

significant and

generally

consistent impact on relative marginal factor productivity in more than half of
the regions.

Hired labor was factor using and chemicals were factor saving in

the price of hired labor.

Machinery and hired labor were factor

and materials were factor saving in the price of machinery.
factor using in the price of energy.

using and FSL
Machinery was

Chemicals, machinery, and energy were

factor using and FSL was factor saving in the price of chemicals.

FSL was

factor using and chemicals was factor saving in the price of feed-seed-livestock
marketing and processing services.

Chemicals were factor using and materials

were factor saving in the total cost of

variable factors.

For the GFT-CRES class model, economic variables influence the technology
map through ~he functions x; (C, P, Z). which are unknown.

As a result, the

influence of economic variables on the production technology map is observed
only through factor utilization, and we are unable to distinguish between price
and budget effects.

Therefore, the Hicksian

summary bias measures for these

factor utilization variables lack a clear intuitive meaning.
For variable relationships other than those identified above, a great deal
of variability
measures.

across regions was

evident among

significant summary

bias

For all possible pairs of regions with a significant summary bias
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measure for the same variable relationships, nearly a third had different signs.
The large number of differences suggests that the
technology differs in important ways among

aggregate agricultural

regions of the

United

States.

Interregional differences in signs of the significant summary measures were
substantially greater for the weather variables than for the temporal and fixed
factor variables.
A great deal of variability among significant summary bias measures was
also ' evident among model classes.

A little over a third differed in sign between

the GFT-CEMRTS and GFT-CRES models.

Like the regions, differences among

models were considerably greater for weather variables than for temporal and
fixed factor variables.
The likelihood support plots, parameter estimates for each regional model
evaluated at its respective maximum AR(2) hypothesis, detailed test statistics, and
measures of Hicksian bias underlying all reported results are available upon
request from the authors.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This research has examined technical relationships among six productive
factors for ten) agricultural production regions in the continental United States.
The applied methodology has provided a departure from conventional production
methodologies

contained

in

the

literature

by

allowing

relationships to be endogenized within the economic system.

aggregate

technical

In nearly all cases,

likelihood ratio test procedures suggested strong support for rejection of more
simplified conventional technical change specifications.
Summary measures of Hicksian bias suggested that changes in time and
several other variables exhibit a significant systematic effect on the shape of
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regional agricultural production technology maps.

Although there were several

other sources of biased shifts to the production technology map considered in
both models,

the time variable remained an important source of independent

information. No empirical evidence was found to support the hypothesis of Hicksneutral temporal technical change.
to previous studies.

In addition,

Clear biases were found qualitatively similar
evidence of rather consistent bias across

regions was found in an input not specified comparably in other work,
marketing and processing services for feed,

seed,

i.e.,

and livestock.

Cost in the CEMRTS model and weather variables in both models were
important sources of biased shifts in nearly all regions,

but the latter were

somewhat sensitive to the maintained serial correlation hypothesis.

Factor prices

in the CEMRTS model and equilibrium factor usage variables in the CRES model
were important sources of biased shifts in all regions.
models,

Across regions and

the most consistent biases relative to common non-temporal technology

shifters were for the energy and chemicals factors.

Technical change was

generally energy using relative to real estate and saving relative to family labor,
temperature mean and standard deviation,

and precipitation mean.

It was

generally chemicals using relative to family labor and saving relative to real
estate,

temperature standard deviation,

and precipitation mean.

J

Considerable sensitivity to model specification was also evident. Qualitative
biases varied as much across

models classes as across regions,

further

documenting the need to carefully design economic models based on priors with
considerable support and/or conduct carefully designed sensitivity analyses to
those assumptions with the least prior empirical support.
Evidence

of

substantial

interregional

agricultural technology maps was also observed.

differences

in

the

aggregate

The autocorrelation parameters
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with maximum likelihood support and the shape of the likelihood surface varied
greatly across regions.
measures.

So did the signs of significant summary Hicksian bias

These findings lend strong suppor t to the notion that the aggregate

agricultural technology differs in
States.

important ways among regions of the United

Consequently, changes in the economic environment and/or government

policies can be expected to impact the regions in fundamentally different ways.
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Footnotes

1.

Two common criticisms of the empirical model have consistently arisen in

various reviews of this research:

first,

that real estate and family labor should

be modeled as decision variables and second,
prices should be endogenous to the model.

that in an aggregate model factor

Ideally we would like to have modeled

the real estate and family labor inputs as decision variables.
regional price series are not available for either input.

However,

As a result,

frequently regarded as quasi-fixed inputs in empirical analysis.
variables certainly affect choice among microproduction processes,

they are

Since these
they were

integrated into the model as systematic technology changer variables.
regard to the second criticism,

good

With

it is certainly more appealing to model prices as

exogenous at the firm level than at the regional aggregate level.

It is important

to recognize, however, that regional agricultural industries compete in multipleindustry and cross-regional markets for the majority of their inputs.
general rule,

As a

the regional industry is a price taker in broadly defined factor

markets. It therefore makes intuitive sense to model factor prices as exogenous.
2.

It is not possible with these models to distinguish between neutral and no
I

technical change.

This inconvenience,

however,

is of little empirical concern

since the hypothesis of neutral technical change has received little empirical
support in agriculture.
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Appendix
Annual data for the period 1950-82 were used for the regional GFT model
estimation. The Tornqvist index was used to aggregate lagged market price data
for outputs and current price data for the input groups.
expenditure shares were used as weights.

Regional value and

Aggregate quantity indexes were

computed by dividing aggregate values and expenditures by the aggregate price
indexes.

Quantity data were gross measures adjusted for inventory changes so

they included intermediate products,

which were treated both as outputs and

as inputs.
Output price

and

quantity indexes

Agricultural Statistics (USDA,

were

developed

using

data from

1951-83) and unpublished data used by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture's Economic Research Service (ERS) to construct the
Production and Efficiency Statistics series (USDA,
and hired labor,
quantity indexes.

1986). Except for family labor

the unpublished ERS data were also used to construct input
However,

all categories were redefined from the input

groupings in the Production and Efficiency Statistics series (USDA,

1986).

The

reclassification followed several recommendations of the American Agricultural
Economics Association Task Force on Measuring Agricultural Productivity to more
accurately measure service flows from capital stocks. The input categories were
hired labor,

machinery,

materials, family labor,

energy,

chemicals,

feed-seed-livestock,

other

and real estate.

The real estate category added real estate taxes and fire and wind
insurance on structures to the ERS real estate input grouping to measure service
flows from the capital stock of land and structures.
included depreciation,

interest,

repairs,

parts,

The machinery category

licenses and insurance from
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the ERS mechanical power and machinery grouping and added personal property
tax on machinery to measure service flows from the machinery capital stock.
energy category included fuel,

oil,

and electricity from the ERS mechanical

power and machinery grouping. The chemicals grouping included fertilizer,
and pesticides.

The

feed-seed-livestock category

processing for these inputs,

The

included marketing

lime,
and

and the materials category included the remaining

inputs used in agricultural production except labor.

Price and quantity indexes

for these input categories were developed using the unpublished ERS data and
Agricultural Statistics (USDA,

1951-83).

Numbers of hired and family farm

workers and hired labor price indexes were developed from state-level data
reported in Agricultural Statistics for the years 1956-82 and from unpublished
ERS worksheets for 1950-55.
Weather data were monthly average temperature and total precipitation
figures

weighted

Whittington,

by

harvested

and Teigen,

1985).

cropland

within

climatic

divisions

(Weiss,
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Likelihood ratio support for AR(2) hypotheses within the GFT-CEMRTS class.
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Table 1.

Evaluation of likelihood Support for Alternative Autocorrelation Hypotheses
GFr-CEMRTS Class

GFr-CRES Class

Range of AR(2) Hypotheses

Range of AR(2) Hypotheses

Which Exhibit Likelihood SupMaximum

port Within 0.70 of Maximum

4>1

4>1

fl

4>1

1. Northeast

-0.4

0.9

-1.4/-0.2

0.7/0.95

2. Lake States

-0.4

0.95 -O.8/'{).4

3. Com Belt

-0.4

0.7

4. Northern Plains -0.8
5. Appalachia

Number of
Grid Points

Which Exhibit Likelihood SupMaximum

fl

f1

18

0.0

0.9

0.7/0.95

6

-0.4

-0.8/0.4

0.5/0.95

22

0.7

-1.0/'{).5

0.5/0.95

-0.9

0.9

-12/'{).4

6. Southeast

-0.2

0.7

7. Delta States

-0.8

8. Southern Plaias

port Within 0.70 of Maximum

4>1

4>1

Number of
Grid Points

0.7/0.95

10

0.95 -0.6/-0.2

0.9/0.95

5

-0.4

0.7

-0.8/0.0

0.5/0.95

15

10

-0.8

0.7

-1.0/1.4

0.5/0.95

22

0.5/0.95

11

-0.8

0.7

-12/-0.6

0.5/0.95

8

-0.6/0.2

0.7/0.95

14

0.0

0.7

-0.4/1.3

0.5/0.95

25

0.7

-U/.{).6

0.5/0.95

11

-0.6

0.9

-1.25/0.0 0.5/0.95

21

0.9

0.9

0.6/1iJ5

0.5/0.95

15

-0.6

0.7

-O.8/LO

0.5/0.95

22

9. Mountains

-0.8

0.7

-Ll/-O.5

0.5/0.95

9

-0.8

0.95 -LO/-O.6

0.7/0.95

7

10. Pacific

02

0.9

0.0/0.4

0.7/0.95

9

0.4

0.7

0.5/0.95

13

-0.4/0.2

0.0/0.8

Table 2.

Systematic Technology Changer Hypothesis Test Statistics, GFf-CEMRTS
Classa
Hypothesis

Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. Northeast

51.6

102.3

483.6

71.5

58.7

71.2

59.6

112.3

228.2

2. Lake States

16.4

28.7

403.9

69.1

62.0

52.5

71.6

118.6

228.9

3. Com Belt

23.8

13.6b 402.2

2O.4bd

49.9

49.2

205'

65.2

182.1

4. Northern Plains

17.6

SO.l

480.8

45.4

49.0

43.3

71.8

97.0

229.8

5. Appalachia

57.6

69.9

372.8

59.4

47.2

38.8

52.1

121.2

283.0

6. Southeast

55.4

46.3

388.4

63.0

79.3

88.4

573

133.8

239.0

7. Delta States

38.5

63.5

385.6

38.0

32.8

53.9

44.1

83.2

184.0

8. Southern Plains

12.4bd

65.6

282.2

21.~

33.4

35.0

273c

63.2

131.1

9. Mountains

59.2

23.7

490.0

43.8

35.8

33.4

41.7

783

198.8

10. Pacific

28.9

41.0

366.1

48.1

27.Cf

42.4

40.1

n3

177.4

5

5

30

10

10

10

10

20

35

15.1

SO.9

23.2

23.2

23.2

23.2

37.6

57.3

11.1

43.8

183

18.3

183

183

31.4

49.8

Test degrees
of freedom
Critical

r

value:

.01 level
.05 level

15.1
11.1

~est statistics are calculated at AR(2) hypotheses which generated the maximum likelihood support for the full
model in each respective region.

bNot significant at .01 level.
~ull

hypothesis not rejected at .01 level at one or more AR(2) grid points that exhibit likelihood support >0.7
of maximum.
-

dNull hypothesis not rejected at .05 level at one or more AR(2) grid points that exhibit likelihood support >0.7
of maximum.
-

Table 3.

Systematic Technology Cahnger Hypothesis Test Statistic, GFT-CRES Classa
Hypothesis
1

2

3

4

6

7

8

1. Northeast

57.9

381.1

SO.8

493

29.1c

54.2

90.7

196.0

2. Lake States

29.7

432.6

63.9

52.9

32.5

67.4

108.2

280.4

3. Com Belt

56.0

360.9

53.8

24.S:

422

31.1c

76.9

244.5

5.4b

491.5

70.8

46.7

43.6c

763c

113.6

2553

5. Appalachia

57.4

3n.5

88.1

45.7

56.1

55.5

134.8

240.4

6. Southeast

27.6

306.1

75.9

55.0

57.2

63.4

99.8

188.4

7. Delta States

52.1

367.1

31.cr

25.9

333d

32.3d

58.~

205.5

8. Southern Plains

57.1

445.5

37.5

34.OC

43.2

40.7'

83.6

190.6

9. Mountains

37.0

543.7

86.6

63.7

63.9

823

123.5

270.5

10. Pacific

23.8

297.4

31.9

48.9

45.6

63.0

74.0

144.4

5

30

10

10

10

10

20

35

Region

4. Northern Plains

Test degrees of freedom

5

Critical 7? value:
.01 level

15.1

50.9

23.2

23.2

23.2

23.2

37.6

573

.05 level

11.1

43.8

183

183

183

18.3

31.4

49.8

'Test statistics are calculated at AR(2) hypotheses which generated the maximum likelihood support for the full
model in each respective region.
)

~ot significant at .05 level.
~ull

hypothesis not rejected at .01 level for one or more AR(2) grid points that exhibit likelihood support > 0.7
ofmaximwm.
-

dNull hypothesis not rejected at .05 level at one or more AR(2) grid points that exhibit above likelihood support
> 0.7of maximwm.

Table 4.

Hicksian Bias in Temporal Technical Change
Input

Hired
Machinery

Energy

Chemicals

Feed, Seed,
& Livestock

Materials

CEMRTS -.0211
(.0215)
.0189
CRES
(.0415)

-.f1J27
(.ol46)
.1643
(.D330)

-.0864

(.0256)
.1932
(.0400)

.0649
(.0164)
.1148
(.0326)

-.0104
(.0114)
-.1746
(.0227)

.0280
(.0186)
.1277
(.0287)

CEMRTS

.2580
(.0511)
.1856
(.0837)

-.0810
(.o241)
.1308
(.o579)

-.2096
(.0459)
.1264
(.0845)

-.0887
(.0424)
(.0771)

.('f)()7
(.0187)
-.1988
(.0471)

-.0749
(.0235)
.1328
(.0563)

CEMRTS -.1JJ37
(.0354)
CRES
-.2872
(.0693)
4. Northern Plains
CEMRTS -.0054
(.0338)
CRES
.1355
(.0613)
5. Appalachia
CEMRTS .0454
(.0424)
CRES
.2923
(.0489)
6. Southeast
CEMRTS .0053
(.0345)
.1086
CRES
(.0762)
7. Delta States
CEMRTS -.0014
(.0378)
.1176
CRES
(.0428)
8. Southern Pla.ips
CEMRTS -.1337
(.0416)
-.CYn9
CRES
(.0416)
9. Mountains
CEMRTS -.1668
(.0247)
.2743
CRES
(.0356)
10. Pacific
CEMRTS -.0342
(.0195)
.1514
CRES
(.0378)

.1107
(.Q295)
.3093
(.D4(6)

.0604
(.0507)
3367
(.0456)

-.0011
{.0487}
.1643
(.0502)

-.0474
(.0225)
-.3019
(.0320)

.0039
(.0262)
.1243
(.0317)

-11372
(11319)
.0425
(.0351)

-.0781
(.0489)
.0865
(.0475)

3067
(.0711)
-.0187
(.0396)

.0396
(.0294)
-.0950
(.0370)

-.0426
(.0243)
.0320
(.0326)

.1912
(.0243)
.1644
(.(414)

-.1422
(.1325)
-.0676
(.0503)

-.1520
(.0394)
-.1878
(.0397)

-.1131
(.0222)
-.2043
(.0431)

.0200
(.0266)
.0643
(.03(9)

.2370
(.0356)
1J208
{'(~47)

-.2478
(.0714)
-.0828
(.0987)

-.0696
(.0359)
.0992
(.0631)

-.1884
(.0261)
-.1454
(.0624)

.1531
(.0265)
.0682
(.0662)

.1131
(.02(5)
.1409
(.0364)

.0418
(.0520)
.0205
(.0384)

-.0889
(.0355)
.0149
(.0384)

-.1055
(.0225)
-.2421
(.0376)

.0465
(.0221)
.0845
(.0281)

.fJXj7
(.0337)
.1124
(.0345)

-.0774
(.0911)
-.1134
(.0406)

.0940
(.0961)
.1419
(.0338)

.0633
(.0325)
-.0616
(.0369)

-.0229
(.0298)
.0198
(.0290)

.0168
(.0244)
(.0348)

.1919
(.0538)
-.0407
(.0477)

3245
(.0321)
.0302
(.0300)

.0166
(.0199)
-.1194
(.0296)

-.0247
(.0179)
-.0303
(.0255)

-.0036
(.0169)
.0703
(.0252)

-.1857
(.0462)
-.0914
(.0324)

.1302
(.0386)
.1283
(.0387)

.0471
(.0131)
-.1540
(.0303)

-.0156
(.0151)
-.0033
(.024O)

Region

Model

Labor

1. Northeast

2. Lake States
CRES

.om

3. Corn Belt

.~

